Empower
Your Frontline
Workforce
with Augmented Reality Workflows

Enterprise Productivity
Platform
Ubimax Frontline
Digitalize and streamline processes for your
frontline workforce with augmented reality workflows – seamlessly integrated with
wearables and mobile devices – increasing
productivity, efficiency, and quality along the
entire value chain.

Your
Benefits

Revolutionary, Patented
Vision Picking Solution

xPick

World-Class, IndustryProven Guided Assembly

xMake

Scalability
Companies can easily
transfer requisites from
one site to the next

Usability
Easy to use with
no programming knowhow required

Agility
Create and edit
your AR workflow
applications instantly

Flexibility
Forward task changes
immediately to your
frontline workforce

Security
Protect your intellectual
property rights of your workflows and best practices

Independence
No external resources
like additional software
or hardware needed

What is Frontline?
Frontline Creator
Configure your solution instead of developing it! Our easy-to-use graphical
AR authoring tool lets you create or customize your own AR workflow apps and
edit user interfaces without any programming knowledge. Frontline Creator works
codeless via drag & drop and point & click.
Frontline Workplace
Our Frontline Workplace app supports
your workers in their manual work by
displaying all relevant information
right in their field of view. The adaptive user interface is key to being fully
hardware agnostic.
Frontline Command Center
The central management hub allows
for administrating the modular Frontline solutions, as well as managing your
deskless workforce by assigning tasks or
help via remote support. The web-based
tool enables you to analyze KPI, overview
task or device statuses and generate reports, leveraging flexibility and transparency in your shopfloor processes.

Our Full-Service Approach

xAssist

See-What-I-See
Remote Assistance

xInspect

The Ultimate Augmented
Service & Inspection Process

We act as a one-stop-shop by not only offering our enterprise software solutions
but also providing you with partner hardware and comprehensive services.
Starting point is a thorough consultation and
situation analysis to get an overview over
your use case and specific requirements.
Based on that, we customize our solutions
to meet your needs, using Frontline components and features.

Scan me
How to choose the
perfect AR Platform

Jointly, we select the optimal hardware and
deploy our Frontline solution in your factory
plant or warehouse. In the productive phase,
we provide a help desk and technical support with individual service level agreement
to ensure your success.

Selected references
from over 250 projects

Up to 70% faster repairs at
all 347 U.S. dealerships

>25% faster picking and
high user acceptance

40% faster inspection time
and zero input errors

>10% faster processes and
automatic documentation

99,99% picking accuracy
and easy scalability

Intuitive to use resulting in
50% less errors

22% increased speed in
picking and 10% less errors

60% faster machine repairs
and reduced travel costs

Increased ergonomics and
faster training times

High quality products with
quick return on investment

Zero error rate with a
25% speed increase

Zero errors and flexible
employee deployment

High quality assurance at
end-of-line inspection

Increased efficiency
with reduced errors

1600% speed increase with
99.9% supply accuracy
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